
ELEMENTS OF A BUSINESS PLANS

There are seven major components of a business plan, and each one is a complex document.

While you may need to have a lengthy business description in some cases, it's our opinion that a short
statement conveys the required information in a much more effective manner. For more help and advice with
your business please contact a member of the Gilroy Gannon team today. Along the top, write down two
column headers: "weakness" and "strength. Tell us about your relationships and what they can handle. When
developing the revenue model for the business plan, the equation used to project sales is fairly simple. These
essentially determine your ability to grow the business or achieve profitability. Example of a funding request
Landscape Inc. How much? Make it easy to read. In particular, why will customers buy from you instead of
from a competitor? From whom? Executive Summary This is a brief outline of the business proposal. You'll
give a money-back guarantee. This could be outlining an exit strategy or it could be describing the potential
for growth and expansion. Have you generated any revenue to date? You don't have to write 25 pages on why
your business will be profitable. Otherwise, you might come off as an amateur. This is your opportunity to tell
investors: What your funding goals are How they can help you achieve those goals What they have to gain
from getting involved in your company Funding Goal How much funding do you need to move forward with
your goals? You should forecast sales, cash flow, and profit and loss. Product Description The description of
your product or service begins with the way your product or service affects your customers. How about
distribution? This section also discusses the barriers to your entry into the market and whether or not there are
regulatory constraints that will impede your entry into the market. They also give you an opportunity to get
feedback as people will understand what you are planning and can give you an informed opinion. This is
where you identify and provide details about your target market size, historical and forecasted growth rates,
demographics, needs, purchasing trends, etc. If you only want to work a set number of hours per week, you
must identify the products and services that deliver the returns you need to make that a reality. Try to get
offline for a while to think through these questions and realign your values. Aaker in his book, Developing
Business Strategies, suggests concentrating your efforts in four areas: The reasons behind successful as well as
unsuccessful firms Prime customer motivators Major component costs Industry mobility barriers According to
theory, the performance of a company within a market is directly related to the possession of key assets and
skills. Notable clients 9. For instance, Black Friday got its name because it kicks off the lucrative Christmas
shopping season that moves many retailers into full-year profitability. Executive Summary: A snapshot of
your plan. Major achievements include items like patents, prototypes, location of a facility, any crucial
contracts that need to be in place for product development, or results from any test marketing that has been
conducted. Channel Cost Assumptions There are hard costs associated with every customer acquisition
channel. Will you introduce your product in certain key geographic locations?


